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About This Game

Temptation

Temptation - is a simple arcade casual minigame. Once upon a time in the middle ages the priest was suddenly controlled by
the evil demon. To do self-exorcism the priest must sin: kill chickens to be angry, eat them for the gluttony, sleep to be lazyness,
take gold for the greed etc! More sins - less demons power! The time agains you, because the level of sins decrease every time

period, but demon become more stronger! So try to win the demon and save the priests soul on different difficulty levels!

Key features:
 - Nice cartoon graphics in the style of the middle ages

 - A gloomy atmosphere
 - Dynamic gameplay, constantly have to do something

 - Mysterious soundtrack
 - Hints from another world
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I can't recommend this game, even as a man who grew up in the 8-bit-era.

1. You can't use the D-Pad, only the control stick works.
2. Movement feels like being a tank instead of a faery or whatever you play as.
3. Once you hit an obstacle mid-air and gain height, you cannot go diagonally again without touching the ground first.
4. Music is annoying and lacks any variation.
5. Level design is very poor.
. So much yes I don't want to spoil it but I do at the same time.... I will admit I swear bout hour 4 I was just like nooo wtf is this.
But I promise it is so worth it. Ok just hit the wall and go over it and you will not be dissapointed. I really have just been giving
thumbs ups when I like games or nah... But this game is so worth the 5 min write im doing. Lulz Honestly I really can't say much
without giving it away but its all about patterns and colors. LOL you will just have to give it a try or not.. Take my word or not.
This game is really cool. :)
Like 10\/10 And I just feel like a nub hard cuz it took me that long to figure it out???? LULZ. Hide, disguise, distract, run and
seek, grill and overcome, at first i was a bit confused but once you get the game to know it is real fun to play. One might think
it's easier to seek others than to hide, but the game offers a lot of stuff you can do to trick your opponent that it's not as easy as
it sounds. Also the developers still improve it and care about bugs. Definitely a funny game and worth it's price. So grab it now
or in sale.. If you haven't played 9 Dragons in a long time, goodluck.

My experience in 7 hours in game 2019:

Information on builds and finding a clan is tough. I found some website info, but whenever I had a question most players would
only say "hello" or "XD" or not respond at all.

Cash shop prices are pretty high, for good premium edition or XP boost its like 20-30$ a month alone.

Simply it seemed overpriced, and filled with veteran players hanging on to an old game.

I wanted to like the game again, as I had fond memories of it from around 10-12 years ago. I did get high enough level to pick
my class, etc. but couldn't find anyone to interact with and believe me, I tried.
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I would say unless you are very comfortable/experienced dont jump in and expect to get a new player friendly experience.. I
can't downvote this, because it fulfilled a childhood dream of mine to play a 3d game where you're a cat.

That being said, this game isn't very good. Let's start with the good.
- Good movement system
- Seems reletively polished
- Achievments to do, things to find
- You do cat things, scratch things up

Now for the bad:
- Only one room
- World scale is way off, you're more the size of a mouse, not a cat
- Your paws are also tiny
- In 5 minutes I'd seen everything the game had to offer
- No music, not much going on with the sound effects or ambience either
- No overarching goal or points system

My ideas for this:
I wish there was more life in this game. It seems like it has potential. Maybe there could be some mice to catch, or birds to
pounce on, if you could go outside. Some fish in a fish tank to kill? Rough up other cats? A points system to tie this all together
with a timer until your owner gets home?

So, in conclusion, was it worth the $5? Probably not. But I'm still thumbing it up for fulfilling any part of my unlikely childhood
dream.. Bejeweled-style gem-poppin' dynamic deck building, and free! No paywalls or honest advantages can be bought that
hard work can't earn (over a longer period of time, of course, but that's how it is!). It also runs well on my ancient nearly-ten-
year-old potato dying potato-laptop (when most other games have abandoned me).. And I can play on 700+ms ping internet too,
which is all I have access to.

One of the real gems here is the support staff. "If you're going to do a job, do it well.", and they certainly do!

Devs are also adding new content (beyond new cards\/kingdoms) too.

The community, overall, is also fantastic.

Pop some gems! Slay some friends! Make amends! (and then pop more gems and slay more friends)... A very solid JRPG that I
enjoyed quite bit. Good story? Check. Good cast? Check. Good RPG mechanics and battle system? Check. Only flaws are
dungeons can drag on quite bit and map design is all over the place with excessive clutter. The game was still very easy even on
hard difficulty except for last boss and optional arena fight.. First game to allow you to track the masturbation schedule of
sentient flowers, winner of Most Innovative Game of 2013.. Well, that's $10 I'm not getting back. Very disapointing. I loved the
art syle of this and was looking forward to the storyline but the actual game play isn't even a little fun. I wasn't expecting the
button mashing aspects when I read the description of the came. Constantly having to hit the x and y keys in combat was super
annoying. The word clues pass by lightning fast making you have to do it over and over again to read it. Not my cup of tea at
all.. What an amazing experience! A well-written murder mystery, and even though this could possibly have been done as a
"flat" game, VR gives it an extra dose of immersion that makes it unlike anything I've seen. I would LOVE to see more
experiences like this one in the future.
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Nice graphics. Really enjoyed the game. I'm addicted and wasn't to unlock ALL the turrets!. It's a fun little game to play, i
would suggest it, so that when you have those 20 minutes of waiting, you can just open this up and enjoy. Siento mucho tener
que decir "Pollice verso" pero es que el juego con lo chulo y lo bonito que est\u00e1, no puedo apenas jugarlo. Sin duda los
controles no le hacen para nada justicia y no puedo m\u00e1s que no recomendarlo, por lo menos, hasta que hagan una
actualizaci\u00f3n para un mejor control.. At the time of writing this review there are achievements in the game but not in
Steam. It works as the other mosaic games do with no major difference in the mechanics. Some of the mosaics are horrible
looking and some are nice which is par for the course. However at this time two levels do not complete and that means you can't
finish the levels in those worlds. In the third world level 57 won't complete which blocks 3 levels. In the 6th and final world
level 103 won't complete and that blocks 17 levels. So a total of 20 levels can't be played. I'm not asking for a refund b\/c I only
paid .49USD and it's not worth the trouble. Because of the broken levels I can't recommend the game unless you are paying a
very low price and don't mind not being able to get all the achievements.. This game is a lot of fun! I really like the combat
system. Being able to move with the left stick and aim/shoot with the right is really, really nice. The combo system is a nice
extra touch, too. The bosses are tough at first, but once you figure out how to beat them they're no problem, which is really
satisfying. Looks great to boot.

Definitely an upgrade over the original. More levels, even more awesome music, better presentation, and a new character all
make it very worth it to upgrade to this version over the original (for cheap, might I add!).. I've been playing since beta and this
game is still a great game. The packs are a bit pricey an the micro transactions in game are a bit greedy. They do take polls on
what the players want in game and they are very interactive with the community.. Really nice little game, with friendly dev, and
so much potential.
Looks pretty awesome if you have your monster army to fight :-)
Cant wait for Multiplayer to fight my friends in VR :P
. I'm a chick and I HATE the "cuteness" in this game. Too cute makes me angry.
Other than "cute" I do love a good challenge on the match 3.
Very similar to bejewel, but more fast pace and unique twists.
Very fun achievements as well as getting all three stars.
I like this game a lot more than gems of war and puzzle quest.
Gems of war was fun and I enjoyed it.
Puzzle quest was gloomy, boring, and slow to get into the game.
This is more of a relaxing, fast pace, quick thinking, match 3, w lil unique difficulties fun.. I hope that spaceship blows up with
r-ne inside because i hope every character in this game just pisses off. A small game, that isn't very special. It's still a fun little
game to work on and progress through! If you were thinking of getting something on Steam, maybe consider this game!
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